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Zentaurus Review
Zentaurus is one of those games where you need to look beneath the
surface to fully appreciate the game’s  potential. Those who prefer classic looking
slots will have no problem, but if you’re used to fancy video slots you  might be fooled
by the simple visual presentation here. The game is actually packed with solid
features, and an equally  solid max win.
It all plays out on 5 reels, 3 rows and 20 ways
to win, and you can place  bets between £0.05 and £10 per spin across all platforms and
devices. The RTP is a pretty average 96 %,  and this is a very volatile game from
Merkur. The big wins can come from the multiplier wild feature in  the base game, or
from the elaborate free spins bonus round with sticky symbol respins.
Combine the
latter with the multiplier  wilds, and you are looking at at 250,000 coins max win
potential. Merkur has decided to cap the max win  at that level, but it’s still a solid
potential in our book. If you can look past the dated visual  presentation, this is a
pretty solid game that can build up to very exciting crescendos due to the entangled
bonus  features.
What symbols are there?
The highest paying symbol here is the Zentaurus
wild, and you also find some decent paying symbols  from the greek culture here. The
best regular symbol is a greek landscape picture, and the regular lower value royal
 symbols are also represented on the reels. You need between 3 and 5 matching symbols on
a payline to win,  and here is the paytable for Zentaurus slot:
Zentaurus wild - Pays
5,000x for 5 on a payline
Mountain scene picture -  Pays 200x for 5 on a payline
Harp -
Pays 80x for 5 on a payline
Vase - Pays 32x for 5  on a payline
Fruit basket - Pays 24x
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for 5 on a payline
Royal symbols - Pay between 16x and 4x for  5 on a payline
What are
the bonus features?
The wild symbol can really do a number on your wins here, as  it
comes with different multiplier values attached depending on how many wilds are part of
the winning combo. If only  one wild is part of the combo, you still get a 2x
multiplier.
Two wilds gives you a multiplier value of  4x, while 3 wilds increases the
multiplier to 8x. The largest multiplier of 16x is applied whenever 4 wilds are  part of
a winning combo.Please note, however, that there is no multiplier if you land wins with
the wild symbol  only. This means the highest paying regular symbol (the mountain
landscape) can pay out up to 3,200 times your stake,  just as long as it combines with 4
wilds.
Free spins in Zentaurus
You need to land at least 3 scatter symbols  anywhere on
the reels at the same time to trigger the bonus round here. This gives you 10 free
spins  to start with, and the feature can be retriggered indefinitely by landing 3 new
scatters during the bonus round. You  will benefit from the wild multipliers also during
the bonus round, in addition to a special feature called the Streak  feature.
You will
activate the Streak feature whenever you land a winning combo with a free spin. The
winning symbols become  sticky, and the rest of the reels respin. If you add to the
winning combo, you will get another respin.  This process goes on as long as you keep
winning, and will not only give you a lot of extra  spins, but it can also rack up some
solid payouts for you.
What is the jackpot (max win)?
There is no progressive  or fixed
jackpot to be won on Zentaurus slot, but you can certainly win big anyway. The max win
of  a single spin, or via the bonus round, is capped at 10,000 times your stake (or
250,000 coins). This is  a very solid potential, even for a highly volatile game.
Where
can I play Zentaurus?
You can play Zentaurus for real money  at one of the listed
casinos below: Where to play Zentaurus.
Don’t want to play for real money? No problem,
you  can easily play the demo for free here at SlotCatalog: Play Zentaurus for
free.
Yes, you can also play Zentaurus on  your mobile and tablet devices, and Merkur
has made sure this game is fit for all handheld platforms. This gives  you the freedom
to chase the big wild multiplier wins on the go, and all you need is your Android,
 iPhone or iPad.
SlotCatalog verdict
While the graphics look dated, and the game
resembles an old-school physical slot machine, it’s actually a  lot better than what
meets the eye. The wild multipliers can give you solid wins even in the base game,  and
the bonus round with sticky symbol respins can take your for quite a thrill ride to say
the least.  Being a volatile game, the max win potential is solid, and any fan of
classic looking games should have a  field day here.
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Fique à vontade para entrar infinity black jack contato conosco. Envie suas dúvidas, críticas ou 
sugestões para a nossa equipe utilizando os seguintes contatos:

Telefone:

0086-10-8805-0795

E-mail:

portuguesexinhuanet.com
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